CHAPTER XLIf.
E
LAVACRIBA said :—Hear me speak about the construe*
tion of a divine palace. A plot of square ground is to be
divided into sixteen equal rectangular divisions (i). The
four centra! squares of which are to be filled up with
iron, the remaining twelve being left for the walls to be
raised upon. The plinth shall extent over four such quadri-
lateral spaces, and the height of the wall shall be twice that
cf its length. The cornice shall begin at this point and
an open platform having the quarter breadth of the space
enclosed between the plinth and the cornice shall be raised all
round the edifice. Two equal openings having the same width
as the latter, shall be left on the two sides for exits (2—4)*
The ground elevation, is to be made at first, equal to the length
of the roof, or twice that length, as the law of beauty may
require (5). In front of the palace, and on the lines
running parallel through the sides of its inner chamber,
construct the structure known as Mukha Mandap, or the
Entrance hall, adorned with pillars and being of the same
length with, or longer than the principal palace by the length
of &fad&\ and build the anti-chamber known as Paschta-
man dap some 8l padas or steps from the site of the prin-
cipal habitation. Worship the parrots at the front-door,
the gods at the back exit, and the thirty-two Antagas in the
surrounding wall. This is the general rule which prevails
in most places about the rearing up of the divine edifices.
Now I shall speak to you, about another sort of palace,
built according to the measure of the image installed
therein (6—9). The blessed stool or Pindika is to be con*
structed of the proportionate measure with the image, the
adytum of the temple will be half of the Pindika, the wails
shall have the width equal to the length of the adytum, th

